Temperature dependent mixing and effective quenching cross-sections for the 7 2 P doublet in caesium, induced in collisons with molecular deuterium, were determined experimentally using the sensitized fluorescence method. The character of the temperature dependence exhibits an isotope effect compared to the data for caesium-hydrogen collisions obtained earlier.
Temperature dependent mixing and effective quenching cross-sections for the 7 2 P doublet in caesium, induced in collisons with molecular deuterium, were determined experimentally using the sensitized fluorescence method. The character of the temperature dependence exhibits an isotope effect compared to the data for caesium-hydrogen collisions obtained earlier.
Investigations of the energy transfer between 2 P levels in alkali atom-molecule collisions show that the measured cross-sections exhibit an isotope effect involving the mass of the colliding molecule [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . This had led us to the conclusion that the excitation transfer proceeds by a mechanism Avhich involves electronic-to-rotational energy transfer.
In this note we report on the temperature dependence of the 7 2 P mixing and the ''effective" quenching cross-section of caesium in collisions with deuterium molecules. The results are compared with data for caesium-hydrogen collisions obtained earlier [6] . The values of the cross-sections were determined using the sensitized fluorescence method.
A caesium atom, excited to the 7 2 P state, can either decay radiatively or, due to inelastic collisions, be transferred to other states as shown in Figure 1 . The latter processes manifests themselves in sensitized fluorescence. When the fluorescence from the 7 2 P doublet only is considered, excitation transfer to the 7 2 S, 5 2 P and 6 2 P states results in "total effective quenching" of the 7 2 P state. The steady-state solution of the kinetic equations for the 7 2 P and 6 2 SI/2 state populations gives us relationships for the mixing and the total effective quenching collision number Z, which can be obtained from the 455.5 nm and 459.3 nm component intensity [6] . The total collision cross-section Q was determined from the slope of the Z = f(p) plot (p = gas pressure), which should be linear.
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Preprint requests to Dr. Marek Lukaszewicz, Institute of Physics, Nicholas Copernicus University, ul. Grudzi^dzka 5, 87-100 Torun, Poland. The arrangement of the apparatus was a typical one for a sensitized fluorescence experiment. A Zeiss-Jena monochromator was used to separate the 7 2 P doublet components emitted by a caesiumxenon discharge powered by 100 W r.f. generator. The light was focused in to a pyrex fluorescence cell mounted in the oven and containing caesium vapor and a molecular gas. The fluorescence observed perpendicularly was resolved into its two components by a second Zeiss monochromator and monitored by an EMI 6256 S P.M. tube. A lock in technique was employed to measure the intensity of the light signals. tions were taken to be (158^5) ns and 136^4) ns for the 7 2 PI/2 and 7 2 P3/2 states, respectively [7] .
The temperature dependence of the mixing and effective quenching cross-sections for caesiumdeuterium collisions is presented in Figs. 2 and 3 . The author is much indebted to Dr. J. Szudy for reading of the manuscript and to Dr. E. Lisicki for the top spectral purity deuterium used in this investigation.
